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Introduction and aim

Methodology

O&M for offshore wind farms represents about
39% of their total life-time cost. Conventional
maintenance schemes could lead to additional
and unforeseen costs.
This research is aimed to investigate models for
the prognosis and the diagnosis of offshore wind
turbine failures.

1) Identification of critical components for offshore
bottom-fixed wind turbines [1,2]
2) Development/adaption of multiphysics models
of dynamics for the wind turbines [3], and the
wind farm, to support the synthetic-data driven
condition-based maintenance.
3) Data-driven techniques [4,5] and models for the
selection of damage indicators, and detection
3.

Progresses and discussion
1. Integration of the model for electro-dynamics
(from WP1.1) into StrathTurb
2. Comparison against the AHSE model of FAST
(v.8) integrated with the electro-dynamics
3. Preliminary results for the wind farm model
(StrathFarm)
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 StrathFarm running 6 StrathTurb models for the
NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine (D = 126 m).
 Layout from WP1.1, with spacing as for the Alpha
Ventus wind farm
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 wind-only simulations (18 m/s, 11% TI)
 discrepancies due to different set values of torque
at the rated condition, and use of: a drivetrain filter
and a control loop on the tower top acceleration.

Conclusions and future work
• Adapted StrathTurb model represents well the
fundamental dynamics of the systems.
• Next step will be the consistent adaption to
direct drive of StrathTurb/Farm for HOME 5 MW
wind turbine and the investigation of damage
identification techniques.

 Tracking performance/load of/on turbines in array
on
A Frendsen model
for wake dynamics
is used to calculate
the wake losses,
sitting on top of a
pre-generated wind
field.
To alleviate some
structur/mech load,
some control loops
are included in the
turbine controller
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